
Brierley’s arrest –supporters; detractors; charges 
Brierley was arrested on 1st September 1616 and imprisoned at York. His case being 

repeatedly postponed, he was probably allowed to return to Grindleton on a number of 

occasions.  

He faced fifty charges for which much of the local ministry was wheeled in to testify: 

Christopher Shute (Giggleswick), Richard Gibson (Marton-in-Craven), John Foote (Kildwick), 

Geoffrey Wyber (Long Preston) and William Harrison who was Vicar of Otley and possibly, 

previously, curate of Kildwick. William and Brierley would certainly meet again in 1626.  

Henry Hoyle was one minister who seems to have supported Brierley and allowed both he 

and Richard Tennant to preach from Gisburn. Brierley’s most immediate neighbour was 

Thomas Jobson, minister of Waddington, for whom he was supposed to be an assistant. He 

is very difficult to identify, divergent sources identifying different men.  

 

Shute at Gigglewsick was one of the foremost upset by Brierley – the latter having half-

emptied Saint Akelda. We know that a significant block of people was making the journey 

including Henry Becroft and William Windsor. William Aiglin was also from that parish and 

moved into the ministry after becoming Brierley’s follower.  

What about the remainder of the laity?  



 

 William Fouldes of Dancer or Danes House, just north of Burnley. 

 Reginald Heber: A will from 1655, proved the following year, for a widow in 

Grindleton named Agnes Heber leaves a sum of £5 to ‘Mr John Webster’, possibly 

Brierley’s associate from Clitheroe and Kildwick minister. But the Heber name also 

had links to Marton-in-Craven. Simply from Agnes’ will it would appear that her 

maiden name or her mother’s was Tomlinson or Swinglehurst.  

 That might make her some relative of John Swindlehurst – Brierley’s most notable 

Catholic convert, originally from Fair Oak, Chipping but who acquired The Gyll, 

Tosside Beck. We know about him through Nicholas Assheton of Downham’s 

diaries. 

 John Aspinall of Upstanden in Pendle.  

 Ellis Nutter from Filly Close.  

 John Broxop – probably from Burnley.  

 William Currer – undoubtedly the link to Kildwick to which Brierley moved in 1623.  

But he could be one of three thanks to Currer naming conventions.  

 Ambrose and Henry Walton from Bankhouses, Great Marsden – Ambrose would 

witness Brierley’s will in 1637 and be nominated guardian to his minor children 

indicating that they were close for twenty years.  

 The Barcrofts of Noyna, Foulridge. Thomas Barcroft was a later convert to 

Quakerism although he looked back on ‘Brierley and Tennant’ and ‘some few others’ 

with nostalgic regard. They were obviously tied to the Barcrofts of the Lodge: 

Brierley undertook a funeral sermon for Thomas Barcroft of the Lodge in November 

1631.  

 James and Thomas Oddie – There were people in Grindleton bearing that surname 

but there is also a possible connection with Ingleton Hall in Rimington. 

 The mysterious Newcastle connection. This turns up in the list – one Nicholson of 

Newcastle and, again, in a letter at Lambeth to Anne Pethey.  



The original complaint seems to have come from ‘gentleman of Waddington’, John 

Bannister. 

Some of the charges fly in the face of one another; some are slander. What is ‘up front’ in 

the Bodleian script may matter most; around the Word versus ‘a movement of the Spirit’. 

This was compounded by the accusation that the Grindletonians believed that the Word – 

and, let us be clear, this is the Bible! – absolutely could not be trusted. The Dead Letter 

could be re-wrought by the Devil. Tellingly though, Brierley’s own word could be trusted 

completely – he was ‘one in a thousand’, as different from other ministers as salvation to 

damnation; the ‘Angel of England’. Grindletonians had no pastor other than the one who 

‘converted’ them and to him they had to resort every Sabbath – which explains how Brierley 

was emptying churches. 

The Grindletonians were especially hostile to both Shute and John Brooke of Gargrave; 

Archbishop Matthew did not fare much better. In fact, with the exception of Brierley 

himself, they did not think much of the ministry. Twenty sermons were considered useless, 

a movement of the Spirit wiping away all Scripture knowledge.  

And there are clear elements of Perfectism in the charges:  

 The Christian may have more than just faith or assurance (election); he may have 

God himself!  

 They need not dwell upon sin for God might turn it to good.  

 And they could not commit a gross sin anyway.  

 Perhaps worst is this mix of the inherentist and imputationist: 

If temptation be offered, it lighteth upon them as upon a wall, and re-boundeth backe again, but 

if att anie time they fall they can by the power of grace carrie theire sinne to the lord, and say 

here I had it and here I leave it. 

 



Surely Brierley could not have gone along with such things?  

One place we can single out his own view is that he did not know whether James I was Elect 

or not. Therefore, he advised his congregation (against state regulations) they should not 

pray for him.  

Archbishop Matthew must still have been in two minds in June 1617 for he insisted Brierley 

have more time to deliberate. But there was a fundamental shift in what the investigation 

was about, ceasing talk of movements of the Spirit and moving onto typical Puritan issues 

surrounding the Book of Common Prayer. Brierley was reinstated, the charges dropped and 

he even preached at York Minister as part of the settlement. 

 


